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Abhct. An EOL system G is 4ed ambiguous if its language contains a word with (at least) 
two different derivations in G. An EOL language is called inherently EOL-ambiguous if every 
EOL system generating it is ambiguous. It is demonstrated that there exist inhprently ambiguous 
EOL languages and in particular that the language {a’“6?“: 1 =z m c n}u {arn-bzn : 1 s m s n} is 
inherently EOL-ambiguous. 
Introduction 
The class of EQL languages forms a very natural extension of the class of context 
free languages and it is a very central class in the theory of parallel rewriting systems 
(see, e.g., [6] and the references there). Quite a number of results are available 
concerning the combinatorial structure of EOL languages (see e.g., [6]). 
A particularly interesting topic concerned with the combinatorial structure of 
EQL languages is that of ambiguity. An EOL system G is called ambiguous if its 
language contains a word with (at least) two different derivation trees in G. An 
EOL language is called inherently EOL-ambiguows if every EOL system that generates 
it is ambiguous. The topic of ambiguity of EOL systems and languages is investigated 
in [3,5,7]. In particular, in [3] it is demonstrated that the degree of ambiguity of 
a context free language K in the class of EOL systems is not larger than the degree 
of ambiguity of K in the class of context free grammars. Perhaps the most natural 
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question concerning ambiguity of EOL systems and languages that was open until 
now is whether or not there exist EOL languages that are inherently EOL-ambiguous. 
The analogous question concerning inherently ‘(context freekambiguous’ canter l 
free languages was settled at the beginning stage of the development of the theoq 
of context free languages (see e.g., [4,8]). 
In this paper we demonstrate that there exist inherently ambiguous EOL languages, 
settling in this way the open problem from [5]. 
1. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic theory of EOL systems. e.g., 
in the scope of [6]; with the exception of some minor changes we follow the notation 
and terminology from [6]. To facilitate the reading of this paper we now recall $ome 
basic notation and terminology. 
We use N, N’ and Rf to denote the set of natural numbers, the set of positive 
integers and the cct of positive reals, respectively. B denotes the empty set and for 
sets i\ and B, A\B denotes their difference. We often identify a singleton set with 
its element. A set Z c N is called numerically dispersed if for every I E N there exists 
n, E N such that for every m,, mz E 2 if n, < ml < m2, then ~1~ - IPZ~ B r. For a real 
r, 11-1 denotes the biggest integer n such that )I s r. 
For a word x, 1x1 denotes its length and a&/~( X) denotes the set of all symbols 
that occur iI1 .Y. If 1 ’ IS an alphabet and J E Z, then prc’~~,~ is the homomorphism 
of C* defined by: for b E: 2, pr~~~.~( h) = h if h E J and ~ws~,,( b) = . \ if b E L\J. We 
will write pres, rather than f)resA,J whenever the alphabet E is understood. 
An E!jL system is specikd in the form G = (1. Ir, W. J) where E is its alphabet, 
tz its finite substitution, w its axiom and J its terminal alphabet. If 2 c Z‘ and 
z+* y,by2 where ~q, y+ X” and 6~ 2, then we say that b is reaclrclble from 2 and 
we write 2 C b. If b s b, then we say that b is recwsioe. We assume that G is re&rc& 
i.e., w 6 b for every b E Z: If G is synchronized, then F is the synchronization symbol 
of G; if additi~~nally o E Z\J, then we use N’(G) to denote the set S\(J u {F. CO)) 
and JY’( G) to denote the set of all sentential forms z such that c//@r( z) G W’( C;) u (1s). 
If G is a DOL system, then E(G) denotes its squence, 
Note. Since problems considered in this paper become trivial otherwise. we 
consider only infinite EOL systems and languages. Also, we deal with propagating 
i31, systems only. 
We now rwrll frum [ 21 t!w notion of B DOL. system with rank. This rlotitln forms 
it very essential tool in the proof of our main result. WC zicsume the wtder to tw 
familiar Ath the topic of DOL. systems with rank. 
Definition 1.1. Let G = ( E’. 11. 04 be 21 DOL system where w E Z. 
f 1) For a letter b E 2’ the rcmk c$ b in C;, denoted rdM,;( bl, is defined inductively 
;1s foIlows: 
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(i) If L( Gb) is finite then runkc;( b) = 0, where Gb = (2, h, b). 
(ii) Let, for i 3 1,2(i) = Z\{U E 2: MU&( U) < i} and let ftj> be the homomorphism 
of 2” &fined by: f,,,(a) = u for u E X(i) and ftj,( a) = A for u E X\Z~j~. Then let h, iJ 
be the homomorphism of & * defined by h&~) =fti,(h(u)). If b is such that the 
language of the DOL system (&,, hli,, b) is finite then rank&b) = i. 
(2) We say that G is a DOL system with rank if every b E. C reachable from o 
has a rank. The nrnk of G is the highest of the ranks of letters reachable from O. 
We now define the basic notion of this paper. 
Deikitkn 1.2. (1) Let G = (2, h, o, A) be an EOL system such that w E Z\A. We 
say that G is ummbiguous if every word in L(G) possesses precisely one derivation 
tree in G. Otherwise, G is ambiguous. 
(2) Let K be an EOL language. We say that K is inherently EC&ambiguous if 
every EOL system generating K is ambiguous. Otherwise, we say that K is EOL- 
unanr higums, 
In the sequel we say simply ‘inherently ambiguous’ and ‘unambiguous’ rather 
than ‘inherently EOL-ambiguous’ and ‘EOL-unambiguous’, respectively. 
Lemma 1.3. Let G be an unambiguous EOL system. mere exists a constant cy E R + 
such that, for every derivation D in G of a word w, 1 WI 2 a IDI, where 1111 is the length 
of D. 
Proof. This lemma follows directly from the fact that G is propagating and unam- 
biguous. c1 
We now define a subclass of the class of EOL systems. 
Definition 1.4. An EOL system G = (2, h, S, A) is clean if it satisfies the following 
properties: 
(1) S~S\cland,foreach bE~.pEh(b),S~alph(p). 
(2) If cy E MS) and (Y E (W(G))+, then Ia13 2. 
(3) G is propagating 
(4) G is reduced. 
(5) G is synchronized. 
0% If b t M’(G), then for every n E N’ there exists a word p E ( W(G))+ such 
that @ c Ir”( b). 
(7) If b $1 M’(G), then the set (p c .‘/ ((3): h E nlph( fl)} is infinite. 
(8) If bc W(G), then h(b)nd’#@. 
The usefulness of clean EOL systems for our considerations stems from the 
following result. Its proof is standard (using the speed-up technique) and so we 
leave it to the reader. 
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Lemma 1.5, For every unambiguous EOL language K there exists WI uiiambiguous 
EOL system G such that L(G) = K and G is clean. 
2. The main result 
In this section we prove that there exist inherently ambiguous EOL languages. 
Theorem 2.1. There exist inherently ambiguous EOL languages. 
Proof. LetK0={a’“b2”: 1~m~n},K1={am2b21: 1~msn}andK2=K0uKt.We 
will prove that K2 is an inherently ambiguous EOL language. To see that K2 is an 
EOL language, consider the following EOL system G2 = (&, hZ, S, {a, b}), where 
Z2 ={S, X, 2, U, A, B, s, F, a, b} 
and h2 is defined as follows: 
h2( S) = {XB’, AB”}, hz(X) ={X, Ux, a), hz(B) ={B’, b). 
h?(X) ={UX, a), hzW)={U,a}, h?( -4) = (A, U%‘§, a}, 
h?(S) =(U’CS, a), hz(C) = { UT, a), Ma)=(F), h,(b)=(F), 
h,(F) ={F}. 
It is rather easy to see that L( G,) = Kz. 
To prove that K2 is an inherently ambiguous EOL language we proceed as follows. 
Assume that G = ($6, $ i) is an unambiguous EOL system generating k”,; by 
Lemma 1 .S we can assume that G is clean. We now need some additional terminology 
and notation. 
In the sequel we identify <derivations Nith their traces; that is, a derivation in G 
is a sequence (x0, xl, . . . , xk ), k 2 1, such that x, + x, + 1 for 0 d i s k - 1. (This will 
not lead to a confusion, because we have defined ambiguity through derivation 
trees!) Given a derivation D = (.x0, . . . , .Q). its length, denoted IDi, is equal to k 
and its result, denoted res( D), is equal to x h. We also say that D is a derivation of 
xk, D is a derivation from xCI and for 0~ if k, x, is the ith level of D. D is called 
compiete if x0 = S and sk E d*. We use 5&; to denote the set of all derivations in G 
and PC; ;o denote the set of all complete derivations in G. Correspondingly. we 
use &; to denote the set of all derivation trees (forests) in G and &; to denote 
the set of all complete derivation trees in G (that is, trees corresponding to complete 
derivations in G). 
Given a tree (forest) in &; we call it netertrlinistic if the nodes with the same 
labels are rewritten in the same way: otherwise, the tree iscalled nondeterrlrinistic. 
Given a letter X E: kV(G), we say that 
(a) X is directly t-r~C)rzdetert?linistic f /z(X) contains two different words &. 
p+ iI+; 
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We say that X is tonondeter~n~nistic (nt-nondeterministic) if there exists a directly 
t-nondererministic (directly ~~~nondete~inistic~ letter Y such that X G % We say 
that X is nond~e~i~is~c if it is either ~onondeterministic or nt-nondeLerminiStic; 
otherwke, X is dete~inistic. 
Now, through a (long) sequence of lemmas we will demonstrate that the assump- 
tion th;ot G is unambiguous leads to a contradiction. 
2.2. Let 8 be a finite asphalt and let b be u symbol nut in 8. Let K c: Vb’ 
be un vambiguuus EOL language such rhut %. 
(i) here exists a growing fffnction f : lU+ 
f (l~re~~l~, 
 N’ such that, for ewry 2 E K, Ijwes,( 2) j =2 
and 
(ii) ripres,( 211: zE K} is numerically dispersed. 
There l xist,r an unambiguous EOL system M = (2, h, S, A) such that A = B u (b}, 
L(M) = K, M is clean and if cy E hf S), cthen e&her cy E A+ or CY = AB where A, B E 
W(M) are such that L(MJ E 8+ and L( MB) c_ b”. 
Proof, Let H be an unambiguous clean EOL system such that L(H) = K; let 
N = (s, 6, S, A) where A is as in the statement of the lemma. 
Consider a symbol C: E W(H): C is called b-determined if for every m E N+ there 
exists an I E N+ such that if z E h”( c j n 8” b+, then pre.q, z = 6’. 
First we prove the following claim. 
Ciaim 2.3. If C E W(N) such that L( Hc) n 8” b’ f 0, then C is b-determined. 
P-f. Let C be as in the statement of the claim. The fact that C is ~-determined 
is proved by contradiction as follows. 
Assume that C is not b-determined. Consequently, there exists a positive integer 
??I and zl. ~2 E h”(C) n Pb’such that presb( zi) # pres,( Z& Without loss of general- 
ity assume that pq,(zI) = b’i and pesbfzZ) = b’t where rl > rz > 0. 
Since (Ipre&,(z)f: z E K} is numerically dispersed, there exists a nonnegative integer 
n,, such that for every ml, rn+ (~pres&)l: z E K} if nrr c rnl < m2, then m2- ml > rl. 
Since H is clean and CE W(H), {/3 E 9’(H): C E u~p~~~~~ is in~njte. Let w E Y(N), 
C~~~~~~w) anb ,wl)f(n,,)+n,,. Then w=xICxL where xl,x2~ W(W)*. 
For iz f,2, let YiEh’“(Xi)nA*. Then y,zl y2 E K and ylz2y2 E K. Moreover, 
lyi~~yll’f(nr,)~,II,~ Hence we have Ipresh(yl ziy2)1 > n,, since otherwise lyl z,yz) = 
l~~e~~(y~z,y~~l~ (P’es (ylziy:!)l~ffn,,f+ n,,. SO we now have breshb+z, yt>b 
Iptq,( yr z+)l> 11,~ and lpresb( y, z, y2)1 - _ Ipreq,( y, z2y2)I = q - r2 < rl, which contra- 
dicts (ii). * * 
This ends the proof of Claim 2.3. R 
Proof of f.,tdna 2.2 (continued). Consider now all derivation trees in 5~. Given 
a derivation tree 7% 9&s of a word z E K, we relabel all the nodes of it (except for 
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its root and its leaves) in such a way that if the label of a node e is E and e 
contributes to z a subword in 8+, then we change E to EB; if e contributes to t a 
subword in b’ then we change E to Eb; if e constitutes to z a subword containing 
an occurrence of a letter from 8 and an occurrence of b then we change E to EO.h. 
After we relabel all derivation trees in &I, we get (in the obvious way) the set 
of (indexed) productions P,, corresponding to the way that indexed nodes of 
relabelled trees are rewritten. The productions in Pi” are over the alphabet V = (S) w 
A v VHib v V, u V, u{F*} where 
K,;b ={Ee,;h: EE W(W), V, ={EH: E E W(H)}. Vh=(Eh: EE W(H)). 
Now let \7 = VU \7,u vr where ij, ={[Y,I]: YE V& and C+{[Y.r]: Ye 
V,f;hh 
Based on Pi” we construct two sets of productions R and R’ as follows. 
-If S-*aEPill issuch that either WC~’ or WE V:V&then S-WE R. 
- If Y --, CY E Pi,, where Y E V. u Vh, then Y + (Y c R. 
- If S -+ CY E P,,, where cy = (x1 Utu? with cy, c C’$. U t- \‘,,.,, and (r2 t 1,‘:. then S -+ 
(Y,[ U, I][ U, r](y2 E R. 
-If Y+aEEi,l where YE V,;, and cv=qaz with q~ Vi, CQE Vi or q~tt’, 
a,~b’,therl[Y,f]~cu,~R and[Y,r]+cr+d. 
- If Y -+ CY EP,l, where Y E Vf,ib and (M = q U+ with til E V& U c Vf3,h. e’cl c \a’%. 
then[Y,fJ+cq [U&R and[Y,r]+[U,r]a-,&. 
Now, for each k:tter X E vr we choose one fixed (but arbitrary) production 3p, 
from K of the fo.-m X + cy with cy E h’ md one fixed (but arbitrnry) production 5, 
from R of the form X + cy with cu~h’. Both productions ( nr, and 5,) are added 
to Rr we also add to R productions of the form s --* F where .X c d. Morcovc’r, the 
only productions in R are the productions specified as above. 
Now we change R to the set of productions RI as follows. 
(1) If S + cy, cy2 E R where CY, E Vi and CY? c \‘;,, then we replace this production 
by three productions S + M3, A + aI, B -+ (Y?, where A, B are two new symbols. 
We take care that the sets of symbols (~4. B} used for different productions arc 
pairwise disjoint. 
(2) IfS-,cu,[I/,f][L/,r]a,t: Rwhcreq~ \‘$,cQc V~,[/U]t- \T;und[l”r!~. \‘,. 
then we replace this production by three new productions S+ l 3, .+4 -+ cu,[ U, I] and 
B + [U, r]cu;! where A, B are two new symbols. We take care that fhe sets of symbols 
(~1, B} used for different productions (accounting als~~ for productions from ( 1 ) 
above) arc pairwise disjoint. 
1.3) All other productions from R $0 unchungtA to R,. 
Finally we set 34 = (z’, 11, S, J) ivlicre L = l-’ rmd II is the finite sutatitution 
corresponding to productions in R,. C’lemly .\I s;ltisliL\s the conclusion of the lernm;r. 
‘I’hc quality L(N) = L(M) is guaranteed by the construction of R, and by Claim 
2.3 above. It is easily seen that M is unambiguous. 
Thus Lcmm;l 2.2 holds. D 
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Recall that G = (3, 6, $ b) is an unambiguous EOL system such that t(G) = &. 
By Lemma 2.2 we can assume that G satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.2 where 
8 = {a}. Let S- AB be a production in G where A, B E W(G) are such that 
L(G& a+ and L(G& b+. 
Lem 2.4. Lei t E 9( G&\L( Gs) and let X E alph\ z). Then X is deterministic. 
R@of. Assume to the contrary that X is nondeterministic. Hence for some directly 
nondeterministic letter Y we have X s Y. 
(i) Assume that Y is t-nondetemrinistic. Hence b’E h(Y) and b” E h( Y) for 
some 1 s r< s. Since G is clean, ftir every m EN+ there exists an n E N+, n > m, 
such that ab”“ E & and fib2n+(s-‘) E K2 where U, p E (a}‘. This clearly yields a 
contradiction. 
(ii) Assume that Y is nt-nondeterministic. Hence CT, /3 E h( Y): where LY # p, (Y, 
b E ( W(G))‘. Si nce G is clean, ior every n E N’ there exists an m E N+, m > n, and 
a derivation DE 9cj of a word w of length (m + 2) such that on the level m of this 
derivation (at least one) Y occurs and it is rewritten by (Y. Since G’ is unambiguous, 
if we now change D in such a way that this one fixed occurrence of Y is rewritten 
by /3 (and on the level (m + 1) letters from j3 are rewritten into a word from b+, 
with all other letters on the (m + 1)st level being rewritten as in D), then we get a 
derivation of a different word o’ such that preq,(o) f pres&‘). 
Thus for each r E N+ there exists an s E N+, s > r, such that ab” E K and ab?-‘+“ E K 
where cy E a+ and 9 is a constant dependent on G only. This clearly yields a 
contradiction. 
From (i) and (ii) it follows that X must be a deterministic letter. I3 
If S --, AB is a production in G where A, B E W(G), then we call B a right letter 
and A a refr fetter: R,; denotes the set of right letters in G and L,; denotes the set 
0f left letters in G. 
Thus Lemma 2.4 tells us that with each right letter B we can associate the DOL 
system G(B) and the HDOL systems 6(B) as follows. G(B) includes ali letters in 
W(G) that are reachable from B; if C is such a letter then the production for it 
in G(B) is C+ y where ye h(C) and YE ( W(G))‘. The HDOL system 6(.8) has 
GQ B) as its underlying DOL system and the homomorphism g mapping tM3 (B)) 
is defined by g(C) = y’ if and only if y’ E b’ and y’ E h(C). By Lemma 2.4 both 
G(B) and 6(B) are well defined. 
The following result is very crucial in our further considerations. It establishes a 
lower and an upper bound on the length of a complete derivation D in terms of 
the length of pry.q,( rus( D)). 
Lemma 2.5. Thm t xist constants no E N’ and q, P? E R+, q 6 1, &I < Ed such that 
if(w,=S,w,=AB...., wk +1) is a derivation in G where k 2 1, A is a left letter, B 
is a right letter such that L( G( B)) is infinite, and wk +1 + yb2” for some y E a+ and 
n 21 n,,, then cl n s k s Ezn. 
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Proof. Let G(B) = (&, hg, B). Since L(G( f3)) is infinite and I.(& B)) E 
{ bZn: n 2 l}, B is a letter without rank. 
Hence (see, e.g., [2]) there exist integers mB,I 2 0 and 172~~~ > 0 such that 
B *y;:‘;j, xl ax2 ;md a! =3~& x3ax4crxs where cy E ZH and X~X~X~X+Y~E 2%. 
Let E( G(B)) = wo, q,. . . . Then clearly there exist &, QzB E R’, QIrJ > Qzs 3 
2, such that for every nonnegative integer i and Osj< ~BJ~ 
Let 
41 = min{ Qi;,“‘H,l --I’/ “*I,.’ : B right letter, L( G( B)) infinite}, 
42 = min{ Q~$‘1!i.2 : B right letter. L(G(B)) infinite). 
q, = max(Q, H: B right letter, L( G( B)) infinite}. 
Then if we choose j such that IFQ~,~ + imH,l+j = k, we have 919i s lwkl ~9:. Now 
let r’ = min(g(a): cy E &} and s = max{g(cu): (YE &). Then r’q,y: d 2” d qf and 
consequently, if we denote r’q, = r, log2 r+ k log? 9z 6 11 d log? S-I- k lag3 9?. 
Since log, q2 > il and log, q3 > 0 we get 
Remark 2.6. We will often apply Lemma 2.5 in the wquel. To avoid unnecessary 
technicalities we will assume that tl,l = 1 and that L(G( BI) is infinite for each 
Rr: R(G). Since the numbtx of wr3s 2 t L.( C;) such that ~pre.s,,(~)~ < 2”tt or 
prq,(z) E {w: wc L(& U)), 13t-: K,; md L(G( HO is finite} is finite, it is easily seen 
that sxh a simplifying assumption does not iitiect the validity of our proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
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Proof. From the form of words in K2 it follows that G( Y) is a DOL system with rank. 
Assume that rank( G( Y)) 2 3. 
Thus there exist constants p, 4 E R, p > 0 such that if Y derives in G( Y) a word 
a in k steps, then laJapk3+q. 
Let I be an integer such that we have S+ AB* ’ 71 Yy&l* k yi&P’* rb2” for 
some AE L,, BE Ro, yl, ~2, y;, ~5, #3,B’Q*, n 2 1 and YE a+. ‘lbs, by 
Lemma 2.5, ~~11 s I+ k s e2n, whel _ et, QE BB+ are constants dependent on G only. 
Hence k 2 qn - I and consequently, 
But from the definition of K2 it follows that 
I I y s n2. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Since (2.1) ;ind (2.2) must hold for a bitrary long y’s, we get a contradiction. 
Consequently, it must be that runk( G( Y)) d 2 and the lemma holds. q 
Hence all deterministic nonterminals reachable from nonterminals in LC; have 
associated DOL systems either of rank 0 or of rank 1 or of rank 2. 
Remark 2.8. Notice that the above conclusion also holds if we consider a nondeter- 
ministic qonterminal (reachable from a letter in I&, where we choose for it, and 
for each nonterminal reachable from it, one arbitrary but fixed production with its 
right-hand side consisting of nonterminals. In this way we have ‘selected’ a DOL 
system for the nonterminal considered. 
We will now analyze nondeterministic nonterminals reachable from letters in Lci. 
Lemma 2.9. Let T be a rlordeterrninistic letter reachable from a letter in LC;. If 
2 c 9 ( G ) is srrch that T E alph ( z ), then z contains exactly one occurrence of T. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exists a word z E :P( G) such that t contains 
two occurrences of T. Let X be a directly nondeterministic letter reachable from 
T. Hence there exists a word z’ E c’p( G) such that z’ contains two occurrences of X. 
We consider separately two cases. 
(i) X is directly t-nondeterministic. Hence there exist ml, LY? E a+, cq f a2, such 
that X* cyI and ,V+ (Ye. We consider then two ways of r.. writing z’ in a terminal 
word. In one way the leftmost occurrent p: of .X in z’ is rewritten by LY~ and the 
rightmost occurrence of X in z’ is rewritten by az; in the {Ither way the leftmost 
occurrence of X in z’ is rewritten by cyz and the rightmost occurrence of X in z’ 
is rewritten by (Y I ; all other occurrences of all letters are rev1 ritten in the same way 
in both cases. 
Consequently we get two different derivation trees of tlz same word in L(G); 
this contradicts the fact that G is unambiguous. 
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(ii) X is directly nt-nondeterministic. The reasoning is analogous to the one 
above except that there is a step in-between z’ and a terminal word. 
Thus the lemma holds. Cl 
We will now demonstrate that one can assume that G also satisfies the following 
condition: 
Each element of Y(G) contains at most one occurrence of one 
letter that is nondeterministic (2.3) 
From Lemma 2.9 we know that if z E sP( G) contains an occurrence of a nondeter- 
ministic letter, then z contains precisely one occurrence of this lg:tter; consequently, 
z contains no more than a bounded number of occurrences of nondeterministic 
letters. Each of these occurrences is reachable from (an occurrence of) a letter in 
LC; and (consequently) each of them will (eventually) contribute a (sub) wcrd from 
at if z is considered to be a Lxx-d in a specific derivation. The key observation ow 
is that z can be written in the form z = zI q where z1 consists of (occurrences of) 
letters re&able from a letter in LC; and z2 consists of (occurrences of) letters 
reachable from a letter in I?,;. But if we consider z to be a word used in a specific 
derivation of a word in L(G) then Fermuting (occurrences of) letters in t, with the 
fixed application of productions attached to (occurrences of) letters being permuted 
(and to their descendants) does n<lt affect the final result of a derivation (which is 
:t word in L(G))! 
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is a production in G, where mi * 0, cyiO, . . . , aim E iE* do not contain nondeterministic 
letters and Nil, . . . , IV,,,,, are nondeterministic letters, tken we add the production 
where i={Ntl,. . . JV,,,,. . . ,N&,. . . , Nqmq} (and we set formally Zi: = A if 7 =a). 
Lemma 2.9 and the ‘permutational property’ discussed above guarantee that the 
so obtained EOL system is equivalent o G. Obviously :he so constructed EOL 
system has all the properties that we have required so far irom G and additionally 
it has the property (2.3). 
Note. To avoid a cumbersome notation, rather than to consider the new system 
constructed above, we simply go on analyzing G but we assume from now on that 
G satisfies (2.3). 
Let M be a nondeterministic recursive letter. An M-derivation (‘y(, = 
A+f* Y Iv*.., ym, ) such that nz N,Mgalph(yi)for l~iam-landM~alph(y,,,)is 
called elemetttary. 
Lemma 2.10. Let M be a noridetermirtistic recwsiue letter. TItere exists precisely one 
elementtiry M-deriwtion. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. 
Assume that there exist two different elementary M-derivations: 
(YO= M YI. l . . . Y,,,,) and (Y,,=M, Y,, . . . , t,,J. 
Let us consider the derivation 
wherek,,~O.~Iealph(S,ifor l~i~k,,,M~alpl~(S~~+~), k>m=max(m,,m,}and 
S~,+~+I=Jyb’n for some n 2 1, YE a+. 
Thus there exist at least 2&“” different derivations in G of words of the form 
yb”‘. where y E a’. But Lemma 2.5 implies that k,, + k 2 El n where Ed E Iw+ is a 
constant dependent on G only. Consequently, there are at least 2(Eln--k(~)‘m different 
derivations in G of words of the form yb”, where y E: a+. Since Kz contains no 
more than 31 different words x with the property preshf x) = Y, for n big enough, 
we get several different derivation trees of the same word, which contradicts the 
fact 11:at G is unambiguous. 
Consequently, there exists precisely one elementary M-derivation. q 
Let M be a nondeterministic recursive letter and let us consider the unique 
elementary M-derivation, (M, yl, . . . , y,,,), denoted elem(M). We know that y,,, = 
ynl 1 MY,, z v where ym I 7 ‘~~2 do not contain nondeterministic letters. Then we can write 
~rvz-1 = ~cm-,,dG-~~c,,-~,~, ym-2= y~rn-2)1Mm-2~~,,~-2)~r.. . 7 YI = Y,IMIYU, 
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where MmWl is the ancestor of M in ‘ym, M,,,_2 is the ancestor of M,,#_ 1 in ym_ I,. . . , MI 
1.5 the ancestor of M2 in y2. The sequence MC, = M, M,, . . . , Mm_ I is referred to as 
Irhe elementary cycle (of M). 
The following result is obvious. 
Lemma 2.11. If M is a nt-nondeterministic recur&w letter, then the e!etneHtury cycle 
of M contains a directly nt-rzondeterministic recursive letter. 
Let M be a nt-nondeterministic recursive letter and let M,, = M, MI,. . . , M,,,_ I 
be the elementary cycle of M. Let 0 s is m - 1 be such that Mi is a directly 
rzt-nondeterministic recursive letter (by Lehqma 2.11 we know that such an i exists). 
Thus Mi has at least two productions in G with the right-hand sides consisting of 
nonterminals from W(G): one of these is the production used in elem( M), it is of 
the form M, + a,JVi+ Ipi (where for i = m - 1, i + 1 is set to 0) and the other one is 
of the form Mi + isi for some Si E (W(G))‘. Let NT(fi,) be the set of nonterminal 
letters reachable from (the letters in) 6,. 
Lemma 2.12. NT( 8, ) does not contain recursive rtt-nondeter~~tinistic lettem. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that NT( 6, ) contains a recursive #It-nondeterministic 
letter, say U = U,,. Let the elementary cycle of U be U(,. U,, . . . . Ur I and let 
0 5 j s r - 1 be such that Uj is directly nt-nondeterministic; let U1 + p, be a production 
that is not used by U, in &nj( U). Consider then the derivation as depicted in Fig. 1. 
Pxt I of the derivation starts at the sentential form where M is for the first time 
derived (in k,, steps from A): it ends at the sentential form containing iv, which 
will be rewritten (to get the ne.<t sentential form) using production 51, + 6,. Part 11 
of the derivation starts at the sentential form where U is for the first time derived 
(from 8,); it ends at the sentential form containing U, which will be rewritten (to 
get the next sentential form) using production Ui + p, 
The whole derivation is of length k(,-t k + 2, where pilrt I is of length at least :A 
and part II is of length at least _:k. 
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Fig. I 
only). Since we day take 11 arbitrary large and since & contains at most 212 words 
s such that pres,, ( s I= b-l”, G must be ambiguous; a contradiction. 
Consequently. NT( 6,) does not contain recursive nr-nondeterministic letters. 
Hence the lemma holds. El 
Let us now summarize what we already know about the structure of derivations 
in G. 
Consider a derivation D of a terminal word z from S where D is of length at 
least two. D = ( H;,. w,, . . . . wr,, I ). k Z= 1, MF,, =S, wk+ I = Z. Thus w1 = AB where 
A c L(; and BE Rfi. The last step of D( wk + w k+ ,) is a finite substitution into 
(subsets of) {a, b}‘. In our classification of derivations in G we will ignore this final 
step and so we consider the derivation b = f wo. . . . , wk). 
-Thus, cxccpt for the first step (S=+ AB), D consists of two derivations D,_ and 
rjj, ‘running in pZ3IYllkl’; fi,. is the derivation originating in A and & is the 
derivation originating in 13. The s:tuation may be illustrated as given in Fig. 2. 
& is a DOI, derivation, it is a derivation in the DOL system G(B) f without rank). 
In considering DL we distinguish several cases. 
(II Only deterministic letters cxcur in (words of) & Then DL, is a derivation in 
a DOL system with rank and the rank of the system is not bigger than 2. If the DOL 
system corresponding to D1. is of rank i, 0 < i < 2, then we say that D is of type Ii. 
( I I ) Nondeterministic letters occur in & We consider here separately two cases. 







( IIa j. The derivation tree T( &) corresponding to &. is deterministic. Then the 
situation is as in (I): DL is a derivation in a DOL system with rank and the rank of 
this system is not bigger than 2. If the DOL system corresponding to Dr. is of rank 
i. 0 d id 2, then we say that D is of type Iii. 
(IIb). The derivation tree T( DL) is nondeterministic. Hence on a path of T( DL) 
we have (possibly repeating) the elementary cycle of a recursive nt-nondeterministic 
letter, say M, from which the exit is taken at some point (that is, a production 
leading out of the cycle is applied to a directly nondeterministic letter from the 
cycle). From this moment on the tree T(DL) is deterministic. As a matter of fact 
we have the following situation. &_ is the ‘superposition’ of two derivations @_I’ 
and 0:“. D:f’ is a derivation in a DOL system with rank where the rank of the 
system is not bigger than 2. Also 1j:” is a derivation in a (differeut) DOL system 
with rank where the rank of the system is not bigger than 2. If the DOL system 
corresponding to 0:“. is of rank i and the DOL system corresponding to ,\” is of 
i,znk j, 0 +Z i, j c 2, then we say that D,. (and also D) is of type (i, 1). 
Clearly there is only a finite number of DOL systems that (either directly or by 
their superposition) generate all (types of) derivations discussed above. 
We have classified now all complete derivatit >rts in G (for the sake of completeness. 
let me step complete derivations be derivations of type 0). 
Given a type X (of a derivation) we use V(X) to denote the set of all words in 
L( G j that have a complete derivation of type X. Hence 
6 ‘<(Ii) = x‘(I) and 6 %‘(IIi) = %‘(II); 
1 --0 I ---(1 
also we write ‘h(i. jl rather than u;‘((i. j)). 
c 
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Since G is assumed to be unambiguous, V(X) n %( Y) = @ if X # Y. Also, it is 
clear that a derivation of type (2,0) cannot exist and so %(2,0) = 4). 
Lemmr 2.13. There exist constants p, r E IBI+ and q E R’ such that Zc %‘(O, 1) v 
%(l,O), wh~reZ=(a”b*“:p~m~qn and nsr}. 
Proof. In considering how 2 iwhich will be constructed ‘on line’) is generated by 
G we will eliminate systematically all cS( X) except for X E ((0, 1 ), ( 1 , 0)). 
Clearly there exists p, E IV+ such that if u”‘b*” E %( 0) u W( IO), then m s pl. 
If w = a”b”” E V(K) u %(12) and w is derived in (k + 2) steps in G, then m > q k 
where q E R+ is a constant dependent on G only. Thus, by Lemma 2.5, m > Ly2n 
for some constant 01~ E R+ dependent on G only. 
Hence indeed, there exist pl, rl E IV+ and q1 E: R’ such that 
ia mb2n: p, s rn s qlttandn”r}n(%(0)u%(I))=(d. 
By similar arguments we eliminate %(IIL %(O, O), z:( I,1 ), z( 1,2), %(2,1) and 
K( 2.2); that is, we demonstrate that there exist p, ic Nt and Q E 2’ such that 
i! 0 E = 0, where 
and 
To Gminate %(O, 2) we will demonstrate that if it is not true that 2~ W(O, 1) u 
<( l,O, then it is also not true that & %(O, 1) u cG( 1.0) u %(O, 2). To this aim we 
proceed as iollons. 
First of all we can assume that if it is not true that 2 c %( 0,l) u %‘( 1,O) then it 
is not the case that i?\( %(O, 1) u ‘6( 1,O)) is finite. (Otherwise we adjust parameters 
/!K 4 and r’ and obtain 2 such that 2~ cG(0, 1) u %( 1, 01.) 
tet 
.Q = { nl: u”W E Z for some n} 
and 
d/l = { nz: ~1”%“’ E C(0, 1) u C( l,(l) for some n ). 
Observe that for sufficient big n, if u”‘b2” E C(0, 1) u C( l,O), m 2 j& then by ‘pump- 
ing in the DOL system of rank 0’. also a”‘b’“’ E C(0, 1) u C( 1,O) where @zl 2 m. 
Also observe that using ‘pumping in the DOL system of rank l’, one can prove the 
existence of a positive integer n2 such that if m E M’, m 2 n2, then also m + s E M’. 
! ?e above two observations imply that A?\M’ contains (at least one) infinite 
Athmetic progression. 
Clearly, for every s E R” there exists a t E R’ such that, for every n a ?, 
#{m: a”b”’ f %(O, 2) and m < s) s t& 
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and consequently, for every n 2 F, 
#{m: amb2” E %(O, 2) and m < @}s i\l’& 
for some MR+. 
Thus, on the one hand we know that, for each n 2 7, the number of elements in 
the set 
2={m: a"'b2"EZ}\{m: anrb2”e %‘(O, 1)~ %(l,O)} 
is at least t’ijn for some positive real constant t’ dependent on G only. 
On the other hand we know that, for each n 2 i, the number of elements in 
%(O, 2) A 2 is not larger than iv& Since for n large enough t’@ > it/F, we have 
proved that if it is not true that zc %(O, 1) u %( 1,O) then it is also not true that 
2% Vqo, 1)u %(l,O)u %(0,2). 
Consequently we have ‘eliminated’ C(O,2) and the lemma holds. El 
Lemma 2.14. %(O, 2) u ‘X( 1,2) u %(2, 1) is i@nire. 
Proof. ( 1) It is easily seen (using Lemma 2.5) that if z =- a”‘b”’ and 
then m < pn for some constant p E N’ dependent on G only. 
(2) If 2 = ~‘yy’ E q12) LJ %(112) u %‘(2, 2). then, again using Lemma 2.5, it i\ 
easily seen that I ‘xre exist ri E IV’ and p E R’ sucl~ that for n k 17, 1~1 a @I ‘. 
(3) %((I) contains A;* a finite number of words. 
Thus if II 2 ri and t,rt < 7~ < pn’ , then. with perhaps a finite numtwr of exceptirms, 
a”“b??(~wLJ %(II)o %‘(O,O)u %(O, 1)u K(lJ,)w %( 1. l)U $(2,2)). 
Thus the lemma holds. Cl 
Proof. We will separately consider each of the three cases. 
clhsu 1. X(0, 2). A derivation of type (0, 2) tooks as follows: 
- thA: first step is S”Af3 where A E Lcs ad BE Kc;, 
- then in the part of the derivation originating in ~4 we have 
- k, 2 1 steps of rewriting in a DOL system G, o,1 rank 0, 
- kl -2 1 steps of rewriting in a DOL system Cz of rank 2, and 
- the final derivation step yielding a word (l”‘t*b’- ” in L(G). 
By Lemmai c 2. I3 we know that there exist constawc 11. I E N” and q c R’ such that 
2 =. ju”‘h”‘: i’s )?I s ‘.” and I? 3 r} 5 %;((I. 11 (1 't:( 1, (1). 
BLQ for n big enough, qn - p is also big enough so th:it by taking k, big enough we 
can generate a word ~0 b’“’ where p d ml d 9~~. Then however, a”‘lb’“’ E %‘(O, 2) 
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and u’%‘“’ E CO, 11 w %( 1.0); a contradiction to our assumption that G is un- 
ambiguous. 
Hence, WI, 2) must be finite. 
Case 2’. g(1.2). Ad !zJ erivation of typt ( 1,2) looks as fo s: 
-the first step is S*AJ3 where A E Lc; and BE R(;, 
- then in the part of the derivation origrtiating in A we have 
- k, 2 I steps of rewriting in a DOL system G1 of rank 1, 
- k2 2 1 steps of rewriting in a DOL system G2 of rank 2, and 
- the final derivation step yielding the word umb2” for some m, n 2 1. 
Let G1 =:( VIJ,,al)andGz=( VJ’, az). Clearly the following properties hold. 
( 1 b There exists a positive integer I depending on G2 only such tirlat hk ( CU) 2 rk-’ 
for each k > 0 and cy a symbol of rank 2 CJf G2. 
(2) There exists a positive integer p depending on G, only such that if (Y E V, 
where a is of rank i i E (0. 1) and CT +‘I” xl, a aizp xZr then pres,,, (xl) = prez+,  (x,) 
where VI”, denotes the set of all symbols of rank i of G,. 
Choose k, and k2 to be multiples cf p such that 
k,>p(#V,+j) and rk;>(k,-k,+3RV,p)/E, (Q asinLemma2.5). 
Now k, is big enough such that on a path of the corresponding derivation tree 
there is a node on ievels I, p and fzp, 1 s II < I2 c p( # V, + 1) labelleci by M such 
that 121 is a (recursive) letter of rank 1. Repeating such a ‘cycle’ (with the rest of 
the derivation remaining ‘the same’) once again. then twice and then three times, 
w get three new derivations in G deriving words ~~“‘lb”“. arti&“’ and a”*3b2”3. 
Observe that after level p and hence after level I,p the number of symbols of 
rank 1 of (;I cannot grow any more. The above observaCon (1) and the fact that 
k I 1 Lp -t 3p yield that 111, m l, .W and t)t3 form an arithmetic progression. 
The choice of k2 together with-(2) yields 
and 
Consequently, ~1, I)I~, m2 and nt_3 are all squares. This, however, contradicts the 
I\ ell known fact from number theory (see, e.g., [ 1, p. 4041 rhat in the set of squares 
there is no arithmetic progression of length large; than 3. 
Consequently U;( 1,2) must be finite. * 
Case 3. X(2, 1). This case is proved analogously to case (2). 
Hence the lemma holds. Cl 
However, Lemma 2. I5 contradicts Lemma 2.14 and consequently our assumption 
that there exists an unambiguous EOL system G generating Kz is false. 
Thus Kz is inherently ambiguous and Theorem 2.1 holds. Cl 
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